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Preface

Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST) started its journey in 1994 with
the objective of providing legal aid and services to the disadvantaged and
marginalized sections of the people particularly the women and children in
Bangladesh. It is a matter of great satisfaction that during the year 2007-2008, BLAST
has been able to recover a total amount of Tk. 35.63 million for the marginalized
people through mediation and litigation. It is a remarkable achievement for BLAST.
Besides, the indigent and marginalized people of Bangladesh have been greatly
benefited by the important Public Interest Litigation (PIL) filed and pursued by
BLAST. The Advocacy and Lobbying activities of BLAST have influenced the law-
making authorities in profound manners. In addition, BLAST has also worked
effectively for the promotion as well as protection of Human Rights in the country.

As such, BLAST has now emerged as the largest specialized legal services
organization in the country. I wish to commend our panel and staff lawyers, officers
and staff members both at head quarters and the field units and clinics who have
worked hard with utmost dedication to provide legal services to the down-trodden
people in the country. Here I also wish to acknowledge the valuable guidance and 
support that we have received from our Board of Trustee. On behalf of BLAST, I wish
to reiterate our commitment to provide legal aid and services to the
disadvantaged and indigent people of Bangladesh.

(Mohsin Ali Khan)

Executive
Director

Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST) 
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Legal Aid: Right for hapless 

Marginalised people recovered Tk 35.63 million 

During the reporting period, Tk. 35,632,382.00 was 
recovered, in total, through mediation and litigation 
marking a remarkable achievement in BLAST’s legal aid 
services. Of the total money, Tk 20,099,262.00 was recovered 
through mediations and Tk 15,533,120.00 through litigation. 

Providing legal assistance and
advice to the poor, women, 
disadvantaged and vulnerable people
is the major aim of BLAST. It could make
a significant achievement in
establishing the rights of the
marginalised people by helping them
in recovering the money. The Money
recovered by women through litigation
and mediation services is being used
for different livelihood purposes. Many
have bought cattle, poultry and land.
Others have deposited money in
banks. Some destitute women have
been able to re-settle in their
husbands’ houses. Women’s recovery

of money and subsequent investment
into the household also expands 
opportunities for their children to go to 
school, and increase food security.

During the reporting period, BLAST
dealt with 22,815 cases including 16,515
received during the period and 6,300
old ones, which were pending for
disposal at the end of the previous
year. Of the cases, 3,401 disputes were 
settled through mediation at Head
Office, all Unit Offices and clinics.
Another 3,812 disputes were pending
for mediation.
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As many as 7,660 lawsuits were filed 
during the reporting period and 2,327
complaints were pending for filing
lawsuits. Besides, 1,107 complaints were
pending due to the lack of proper
documents, 518 complaints were sent 
to the Head Office by the Unit Offices
for filing suits in the High Court Division
Division of the Supreme Court of
Bangladesh. A total of 4,530 cases
were settled. Out of the settled cases,
2,839 (63%) were disposed of positively 
in favour of BLAST’s be

Only 205 (1%) complaints of the
16,515 complaints, received during the
reporting period, were High Court
Division related matters. Of the rest
16,310 complaints, 12,218 (75%) were 
domestic violence related family
matters, 1964 (12%) criminal matters,
890 (5%) land disputes, 746 (5%) labour
disputes and 492 (3%) were
miscellaneous  matters (including 32 
relating to children).

neficiaries and
cou

, non-

Fo entage of those complaints:

As women are the most vulnerable
segment of the society, BLAST believes
that to promote and protect their rights
and dignity is to help them break out of 
the poverty cycle and helplessness. 
During the reporting period, 84% of the
total complaints received came from
women and 83% of the cases filed
involved women.

rt verdicts in 378 cases went
against BLAST’s clients.

BLAST, however, could not take up
3,990 (17%) complaints for various
reasons including subsequent non-
attendance of the clients, engaging
private lawyers by the clients
availability of relevant documents,
inadequate (legal) merit etc.

llowing table indicates the nature and perc

Nature of Complaints Number %

1. Domestic violen r

owry

12,2

4251
3

75%

35%
%

ce related family matte
a. Dower and maintenance
b. Polygamy (2nd marriage)
c. D
d. Crime against women (Torture)

1
7,

8
567
197

20

62%
2%

2

2. Criminal matte

oundable criminal matters (Rape,
 Nirjaton

tter
d. Appeal, Motion and  revision matter

1,96
1

34
22

12%
7
1

rs
a. Compoundable petty criminal matters
b. Non Comp
Acid throwing, grievous hurt, Nari Shisu
etc.)
c. Bail ma

4
,423
285
1
1

2%
5%
7%
6%

3. Land related matter 890 5%

4. Labour matter 746 5%

5. Miscellaneous matter (money related, child recovered

etc)
492 3%

The followi shows the percentage of women a o recei LAST

s 07

ng table nd men wh ved B

ervices during 2006-20

Nature Men Women Total

Complaints received 12619 (16%) 3,896 (84%) 16,515

Settled mediation 303 (9%) 3098 (91%) 3,401

Filed cases 1272 (17%) 6388 (83%) 7,660

Settled cases 600 (13%) 3930 (87%) 4,530

Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST) 
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Litigation

Establishing rights for the distressed
Marginalised people mostly women

and labourers, usually who cannot
afford to seek justice in courts, could
establish their rights and entitlements
recovering Tk 15,533,120.00 through 
litigations by the legal aid services of 
the BLAST during the reporting period.

A total of 22,253 cases were dealt
with during the reporting period. The
cases include 7,660 cases instituted in
various courts across the country
including the Supreme Court of 
Bangladesh and 14,593 cases carried
over from previous years.

During the period, 4,530 cases were
settled in the courts. Of the settled
cases, 2,839 (63%) were disposed of in
favour of the BLAST’s clients, verdicts in
378 cases went against the clients and 
1,313 cases were dismissed on default.
In 320 cases of the 1,313 dismissed on 
default, either the clients failed to 
continue with appearing in the court or 
they lost their interest in the litigations.

In the rest 993 cases, the clients did not
continue with the litigations as
compromise had already been made
locally through outside court settlement
of the disputes.

During the reporting period, BLAST
dealt with 947 cases in the Supreme
Court. Of the Supreme Court cases, 47
were already settled and the rest 900
remained pending. At the end of
March 2008, a total of 17,723 cases
remained pending with the Supreme
Court and different subordinate courts
across the country.

The BLAST’s clients won the legal 
battle in 2,839 (63%) cases out of the
total 4,530 cases settled during the 
reporting period. Of the total settled
cases, 1,935 involved family matters 
including maintenance, dower, dowry,
2nd marriage etc. The BLAST clients
received their entitlements namely
land, dower, maintenance etc through 
court, recovering a total of Tk
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14,570,145.00 in 412 of the family-
related cases settled during the
rep

s are
pe

improvement in their lifestyles meaning

orting period.

Also, 163 labour related cases were
settled in courts during the year under
review. Out of the settled labour
disputes, 139 (85%) cases were
disposed of in favour of BLAST’s clients.
Of these, 101 (90%) cases were
successfully settled, recovering their
arrear wages and compensation etc
through court, recovering a total of Tk
962,975.00. Besides, six workers were
reinstated in their jobs with arrear
wages. As many as 38 case

nding for recovered money.

Besides, during the reporting period,
279 cases settled earlier through
litigation were followed up six months
(minimum) after the settlement through
Monitoring and Evaluation cell to judge 
the impact on the lifestyle of the BLAST
clients, who won the cases. In the
study, it was seen that 206 beneficiaries
out of 279 of reconciliations brought

74% were enjoying positive result of the
litigation.

Moreover, 44 of the cases settled
through litigation were also followed up
through the legal aid cell. According to 
the study, 39 out of 44 beneficiaries
have brought improvement in their
lifestyles meaning 89% beneficiaries are 
enjoying the benefits from litigation.

Among the beneficiaries, 11% (5 out
of 44) of reconciliation, 82% ( 36 out of 
44) received dower money and
maintenance after divorce, 5% (2 out
of 44) of land related case brought
improvement in their lifestyles and one 
client (2%) was acquitted of the 
charge in a false case.

As women are the most vulnerable
segment of the society, BLAST believes
that to promote and protect their rights
and dignity is to help them break out of 
the poverty cycle and helplessness. 
During the reporting period, 84% of the
total complaints received came from
women and 83% of the cases filed
involved women.

During the reporting period, BLAST crossed its target of litigation. The following table 

indicates the target and achievement in the filing of cases:

Offices Yearly Target Yearly

Achievement

Balance (3-4)

Head Office
Supreme Court cases 
Judge Court
Labour  Court

210
50

275

174
111
385

-36
+61

+110

19 Unit Offices 6548 6990 +442

Total 7083 7,660 +577

Percentage of women and men who received BLAST services during 2007-2008

Nature Men Women Total

Complaints received 2619 (16%) 13,896(84%) 16,515

Settled mediation 303(9%) 3098(91%) 3,401

Filed cases 1272(17%) 6388(83%) 7,660

Settled cases 600(13%) 3930(87%) 4,530

Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST) 7
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Public Interest Litigation
Protecting rights of the marginalised people 

Housing project erasing hills cancelled, Transfer of 

juvenile from the prisons to juvenile development 

centres or correction homes ordered, Suspension of

eviction of Kachukhet slum dwellers ordered, HC rules

on govt on safety of construction workers, HC asks

govt to explain why a disabled would not be 

appointed

During the reporting period,
instituting six public interest litigations,
the Advocacy and PIL Cell of BLAST
made significant achievements in
order to protect the rights of the 
marginalised people. Following the writ
petitions filed by BLAST, the High Court
Division ordered stoppage of eviction
of Kachukhet slum dwellers, transfer of 
juveniles from prisons to juvenile
development centres or correction
homes, implementation of the Building

Code in order to ensure safety of the
construction workers and establishment
of civil and criminal courts in three CHT
districts.

Besides, the housing project, which
was to be implemented by erasing hills
in Cox’s Bazar for the government
officials and employees, was cancelled
following a public interest litigation
instituted by BLAST.

On 27 May 2007, BLAST filed an 
application in the High Court Division
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Division seeking permission to be an
additional party to a writ petition [WP-
5207/2007] that challenged legality of
a housing project, which was to be
implemented erasing hills in Cox’s 
Bazar, for the government officials and
employees. The application was filed
with a view to provide the court with
expert opinion on the highly sensitive 
environmental issue. BLAST was
approached by a local environmental
organization and other civil society
members for a legal intervention in the
matter. Accordingly, BLAST sent a 
memorandum to the Chief Adviser
drawing his attention to the matter.
Subsequently, the housing project was 
cancelled by the government.

The High Court Division Division on 
24 July 2007 ordered the government
to take appropriate measures
immediately for transferring the
juveniles to Juvenile Development
Centres or Correctional Homes from
the jails. The court also issued a rule
asking the government to explain why
the government’s action in keeping
children, who were remanded in
custody, in jails would not be declared
illegal. The order came following a writ
petition [WP No. 6373/2007], filed by
BLAST on 19 July 2007 challenging the
unlawful incarceration of 420 juvenile in 
the different jails of Bangladesh in
violation of Section 48 and 55 of the
Children Act 1974.

The High Court Division Division on 2 
December 2007 issued a rule asking the
government to explain the notice
served on the dwellers at Kachukhet
slum for their eviction would not be 
declared illegal. The court, after 
hearing a writ petition [10380/2007 
known as Kochukhet Basti case] filed
by BLAST, also asked the authorities to
maintain a status quo in the said slum
pending hearing of the rule.

This PIL is significant in terms of
enabling around 400 people 
(approximately 80 families) to claim

their right to shelter and livelihood. Most
of the slum dwellers are economically
disadvantaged people comprising
small shopkeepers, rickshaw pullers and 
garment workers living below 1$ a day
who have migrated from different parts
of the country mainly in the aftermath
of river erosions.

The High Court Division Division 29 
January 2008 issued a rule on the 
government to explain why it had not
formed ‘Code Enforcement Authority’
to ensure security of construction
workers as per the National Building
Construction Code 2006, which came
into effect by a gazette notification on 
15 November 2006. The court also 
asked the government to submit a
report about the initiatives it had taken
so far for safety of construction workers
and as to what extend the code had
been implemented. The order followed
a public interest litigation writ petition
[WP10380/ 2007] filed by BLAST and 
Health and Environment Foundation
(OSHE) on 27 January 2008.

The petition argued that the
Government was under a legal 
obligation to establish a body with a 
view to ensuring compliance with the
Building Code and its failure so far to
do so had claimed the deaths of at
least 50 construction workers reported
in national newspapers in 2007. The
Building Code was enacted in 2006 for
the purpose of establishing minimum 
standards for the design, construction
and maintenance of all buildings within
Bangladesh.

Although the Code has a wide
remit, a significant section deals with
workplace safety provisions and 
explicitly lays down what owners must 
do to protect the health and safety of
those working on construction sites. This
includes, for example, the need to take 
measures to protect workers falling
from heights, workers coming into
contact with electrical wires and, 
masonry falling from heights onto 

Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST) 10
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workers. It also includes obligations to
undertake demolition of buildings in a
safe manner.

The High Court Division on 29 May
2008 issued a rule on the government
to explain why a physically challenged
engineer, who was denied
appointment to the post of Assistant
Manager (Mechanical) in Bangladesh
Gas Fields Company Limited, would not 
be appointed to the post. The order 
followed a PIL writ petition [WP-
2652/2008] filed by BLAST.

The petition was filed challenging
discrimination in public employment
meted out to the physically challenged
engineer, who had successfully
qualified in the written and oral
examinations. The denial of
appointment on health grounds was in 
violation of Section 5 and 7 of the
Schedule “Cha” of the Bangladesh
Protibandhi Kallyan Ain, 2001
(Bangladesh Disabled Welfare Act,

2001).

The case is important in as much as
it has provided a platform to seek
judicial response to enforcement of
disability rights as guaranteed under
the Constitution and the International
Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities which has been ratified
by the Bangladesh Government.

BLAST also filed a writ petition [WP
No. 6385/2007] challenging the
unlawful notice issued by the Deputy
Commissioner of Barisal for eviction of
496 landless families residing in
Charbanda, adjacent to Kirton Khola
river in Barisal. The writ petition was filed
with a view to protecting the right to
life and livelihood of 496 landless 
families. The Court, however, observed
that the petitioners should explore the 
possibility of applying to the concerned 
government authorities for allocation of 
Khas land before knocking the writ 
bench for legal redress.

Advocacy and Lobbying
In Quest of Justice for all 

Advocacy and lobbying is a process of influencing 

what other people feel, think and believe so that 

changes can happen the way the influencers want 

them to happen. A successful advocacy and 

lobbying can contribute a lot to ensure access to 
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justice for the marginalised people through

influencing policy decisions of the government, 

enactment congenial laws and ensuring their

im

taged segments of the
soc

cases and
ad

the website on 7 
De

ed to file a PIL in the High
Co

held at BLAST
on

ould jointly
file

plementation.

Accordingly, since its inception,
BLAST, besides instituting individual
litigations, has been pursuing legislative
advocacy and policy reform and
lobbying for enactment of equitable 
laws and policies for the poor and
disadvan

iety.

During the reporting period, the PIL
and Advocacy Cell organized 16 issue-
based meetings with coalition partners
including NGO representatives, senior
lawyers, judges, technical experts and 
the media as a part of its ongoing
follow-up activities on PIL 

vocacy issues.

A Coalition meeting with DNET,
other NGOs and BLAST was held on 25
April 2007 on “Website of HR
reference”, which resolved that DNET
would launch

cember 2007.

A networking meeting with 13 
NGOs, committed to protect and
promote women’s rights, was held on
14 May 2007 at BLAST to identify legal
and advocacy responses to a news
article on “Gender Discrimination in
Education”. On 31 July 2007, a
memorandum was sent to the
Secretary of the Ministry of Women and 
Children Affairs on behalf of the
organizations. Soma Islam, DD (PIL)
raised the issue before the honourable
adviser for the ministry in a CEDAW
meeting organized by the ministry and
the Secretary of the ministry assured
that the government would take
appropriate initiatives to address the
issue. Subsequently, on 12 September
2007, BLAST contacted the concerned
Senior Assistant Secretary who informed
that the ministry would shortly discuss
the issue at a board meeting. BLAST

also conducted an investigation to
inquire into the allegations through its 
Dinajpur Unit office. As a last resort,
BLAST decid

urt Division seeking judicial response 
to the issue of gender discrimination in
education.

A meeting with human rights
activists, NGOs and lawyers was held at
BLAST on 7 May 2007 to identify legal 
responses to the alleged killing of 
Cholesh Ritchil, an indigenous leader
allegedly died in the custody of the
joint forces. BLAST, along with its
coalition partners, submitted a formal
representation to the Chief Adviser and
also met concerned government
authorities demanding an independent
inquiry into the custodial death.
Subsequently, a one-member inquiry
commission was formed with a retired
District and Sessions Judge. The
commission had submitted its report to
the Ministry of Home. A follow-up
meeting with human rights activists,
NGOs and lawyers was

27 May 2007 to explore future
course of action on the custodial
death of Cholesh Ritchil.

A Coalition meeting with BLAST and
OSHE was held at BLAST on 6 May 2007
that decided to conduct a random
survey in twenty construction sites for 
identifying non compliance with the
workers’ safety provisions stipulated in
the Bangladesh National Building Code
2006. The findings of the survey were
discussed at a follow-up meeting on 15 
May 2007. It was subsequently agreed
that BLAST, OSHE and ADD w

a PIL seeking direction for
compliance with the workers safety
provisions under the Code.

BLAST and OSHE jointly organized a
networking meeting on 25 March 2008

Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST) 12
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with civil society representatives,
journalists and different organizations to
identify legal and advocacy responses
to ensure compliance with the Building
Co

llapse of Spectrum
Sw

two awareness
me

d lobbying
stra

eptember 2007. The meeting
rec

uct
a

d legal experts for seeking
ad

 the
Ban

as also discussed
in

System of
Ban

nd
ens

de and prevention of recurrence of 
deaths and accidents of construction
workers.

A meeting with the members of the 
Sromik Nirapotta Forum, a coalition of 
17 human rights and development
NGOs working on workers’ rights, was
held at BLAST on 17 July 2007 to review 
the legal and advocacy initiatives
including following up the PIL filed
pursuant to the co

eater Industries in Savar and the
devastating fire in KTS composite textile
mill in Chittagong.

A discussion meeting with Panel
Lawyers on “Challenges to mitigate
incidents of launch capsizes” was held
at BLAST on 19 July 2007. The meeting 
resolved for holding

etings with concerned stakeholders 
in Patuakhali and Barisal followed by a
national roundtable.

A networking meeting was held at 
BLAST on 8 August 2007 to elicit the
opinion and views of civil society
groups and development NGOs on 
“Recent price hike and consumer
rights”. The meeting aimed at
identifying advocacy an

tegies for pressing the government
to enact and implement the draft
Consumer Protection Act.

A discussion meeting with panel 
lawyers on the draft “Bangladesh
Police Ordinance” was held at BLAST
on 20 S

ommended some changes in the
draft that had also been shared with
UNDP.

A discussion meeting with
representatives of the Association for
Realization of Basic Needs was held at
BLAST on 29 October 2007 to cond

survey on compliance with the
workers' safety provisions stipulated in
the Bangladesh Labour Laws, 2006.

A PIL review meeting was held at 
BLAST on 18 December 2007 with
concerne

vocacy and legal responses to the
cases pending with the High Court
Division.

A networking meeting was held on
20 March 2008 with panel lawyers and
civil society representatives on
exploring the possibility for filing a PIL 
regarding discriminatory provisions,
particularly for women, in

gladesh Civil Service Recruitment
(Age Qualification and Examination for
Direct Recruitment) Rules, 1982.

A discussion meeting on reforms in
the Criminal Justice System was held on 
19 March 2008. Medical negligence
and possible legal remedies from
Indian perspective w

the meeting, attended by various
NGOs’ representative and lawyers of
the Supreme Court.

An experience sharing meeting on
the Juvenile Justice

gladesh was held on 24 March
2008 with the association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada. 

The PIL and Advocacy Cell 
conducted a follow-up study to assess
impact of the advocacy meetings with 
elected local government
representatives in 11 districts. Fifteen
local government representatives were 
interviewed from each district through
the local offices of BLAST on the role of
Union Parishad functionaries in
preventing abuse of section 54 and 167 
of the CrPC on arrests on suspicion and
remand by law enforcement agencies,
settlement of matrimonial and family
disputes through arbitration councils,
disseminating information relating to
the government legal aid programmes 
amongst the grassroots people
especially the poor and
disadvantaged in remote areas a

uring effective implementation of 
food security programs and good 
governance at the grassroots level.

Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST) 13
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The local government
representative interviewed noted that
BLAST should continue with its efforts to
eng

il Surgeon’s Office made
rec

for establishment of 
nec

information that could be
ann

South Properties
De

as they could not
affo

age with stakeholders in the justice
sector to ensure better service delivery
to the poor beneficiaries.

A questionnaire survey was
conducted amongst judges and other
service providers related to trial and 
disposal of cases under the Nari-O-
Shishu Nirjaton Domon Tribunals in six
divisional headquarters for analyzing
the trend of cases filed under the
Prevention of Repression against
Women and Children Act. Service
providers in the justice sector including
the Civ

ommendations on making the Act
more effective, pro-poor and gender 
friendly.

The Advocacy and PIL Unit and the
Investigation Unit of BLAST jointly
conducted a follow-up investigation on
7 January 2008 on environmental
pollution caused by toxic wastes of
industrial units in and around Savar EPZ. 
The investigation aimed at monitoring
compliance with an interim order
issued by the High Court Division in
response to a PIL filed by BLAST. The
order called

essary infrastructure for treatment
of toxic industrial wastes by the
industrial units.

The Advocacy & PIL Unit of BLAST on 
13 March 2008 conducted an onsite
investigation in order to ensure the
compliance of relevant provisions of
the Environment Conservation Act 1995
and the Environment Conservation
Rules 1997 in construction of High Rise 
Buildings (both residential and
commercial). The investigation was
undertaken for providing the court with
updated

exed through a supplementary
affidavit in a writ petition filed by BLAST
in 2001.

The researchers of the Advocacy
Unit of BLAST were engaged in data 

collection on the slum dwellers of
Vasanthek Basti, one of the largest
slums in Dhaka, which housed 14,000
people including 8,500 enlisted voters
as per the official count under the last
election census. The purposes of the 
study included to gauge into the socio-
economic conditions of the people
living in the slums of Vasanthek, assess
the compatibility of their economic
conditions with the proposed housing
project of North

velopment Limited and to chalk out
some practical recommendations on
their rehabilitation.

The study revealed that 73% of the 
total population residing in the slums
had monthly income within the range 
of Tk2001- 4000, which is far from
adequate to meet the basic
requirements of living a healthy life. It
also confirmed that they did not fill up 
any form for NSPDL,

rd the housing flats offered to them
on the basis of payment of loans 
through instalments.

Advocacy issue raising meetings on 
reviewing the Women and Children
Repression Prevention Act was
convened in 19 districts— Rangpur,
Bogra, Pabna, Tangail, Kushtia, Sylhet,
Barisal, Patuakhali, Noakhali, Dhaka,
Comilla, Khulna, Faridpur, Rajshahi,
Jessore, Dinajpur, Mymensingh,
Chittagong and Rangamati.
Representatives from the justice sector 
including judges of the Nari-Shishu
tribunals, panel lawyers, public
prosecutors, investigating officers,
Department of Social Welfare officials,
civil surgeons, NGO representatives
and journalists attended the meetings
and holistically reviewed the Act from
a practical perspective and identified
several challenges in the existing laws.
The challenges include limitations in the
investigation procedure and lack of 
logistic support, lack of awareness and
information in relation to medical
certificate admissible as evidence,
inadequate medico-legal infrastructure

Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST) 14
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including absence of decentralized
medical centres for radiology, DNA
and other advanced medical tests
imperative for determining age and 
identification of perpetrators of rape,
endemic delays in the disposal of cases
leading to denial of justice to the
victims, tendency to file false cases
contributing to backlogs and creating
pressure on the tribunals, absence of
women and children tribunals in the
Chittagong Hill Tracts Region, and gross
abuse of several provisions under the
existing laws especially those relating to
simple and grievous hurt, abduction
and sexual harassment, absence of
ADR mechanism coupled with stringent
punishment and non-bailable sections
tha

mission through a
nat

s identified by stakeholders at the
wo

also
ca

he Legal Aid Services Act
200

district
jud

t left room for an overwhelming
majority of cases resulting in acquittals
than convictions.

BLAST aims to share the findings and 
recommendations with the Ministry for
Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs
and the Law Com

ional roundtable aiming at
effecting pro-poor and gender friendly
changes in the law.

The Advocacy Unit organized five
regional workshops in Bogra, Comilla,
Madaripur, Khulna and Dhaka on
`Using CEDAW as a Tool for Changing
Laws and Policies Discriminatory
against Women’. As many as 341
participants including lawyers, NGO
representatives, UP members,
journalists, civil society members and
BLAST beneficiaries from 19 districts
were actively consulted on gender
discriminatory provisions in existing laws
relating to marriage and divorce,
inheritance, guardianship and
discrimination meted out to female
local government representatives.
Barrier

rkshops would be incorporated in
the Alternative Report on CEDAW in 
2009.

BLAST organized a national
roundtable discussion on “Launch
Capsize and Legal Remedies” on 2

February 2008 to identify legal and
advocacy responses to launch
accidents caused by negligence of
BIWTA authorities, unskilled masters and 
launch owners which claimed
hundreds and thousands of life every
year. Lawyers, judges, human rights
activists, law enforcement agencies,
shipping authorities officials, Marine
Court magistrates, launch owners,
masters and leaders of shipping
associations participated in the
roundtable discussion. They demanded
effective implementation of the Inland 
Shipping Ordinance 1976 for
strengthening the process of survey,
registration and control of plying of 
unfit and unscientifically designed
vessels on inland waters. They

lled for increasing the terms for
imprisonment and fine to ensure
compliance with the existing law. 

In March 2008, the advocacy and 
PIL Unit of BLAST published two posters 
and stickers on CEDAW and Women
and Children Repression Prevention
Act, stockers on application of Section
54 of the CrPC, a brochure on the 15-
point directive issued by the High Court 
Division to be complied by the police
and magistrates in relation to
application of the power of arbitrary
arrests (S-54) and remand (S-167) under
the CrPC, an Occasional Paper
entitled “Reviewing the Family Courts 
Ordinance 1985” and two research
papers on t

0 and Use of Section 54 and 167 of
the CrPC by law enforcement 
agencies.

The publications were widely
distributed to office of the

ges, bar associations, public
universities, panel lawyers, NGOs,
police stations and journalists.

In pursuant to a legal notice served 
by BLAST concerning discrimination in
public employment against a
physically challenged client, the
Ministry for Power, Energy and Mineral
Resources have officially instructed the

Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST) 15
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concerned authorities including
Bangladesh Gas Fields Company
Limited and Petrobangla to comply
with the legal provisions of the Disability
Welfare Act, 2001 and provide
effe

his
pro

some planned
pro

the neighbouring countries
and

ctive redress to the concerned
client through taking appropriate
measures for his employment.

A national roundtable on Reviewing
the Women and Children Repressions
Prevention Act 2003 could not be
convened during the reporting period.
Given that stakeholders in the justice
sector including judges, law
enforcement agencies and other
government officials are otherwise very
busy with their official responsibilities, a
convenient date could not be
arranged ensuring the participation of 
all stakeholders. A PIL Digest Could not
be published given the work is half
done and waiting for final edits and 
input from a Supreme Court lawyer
failed to meet the deadline due to

fessional engagements. Staff
turnover has also been quite a 
challenge for meeting the targets.

Against the budget of Taka
3,961,740 for PIL and Advocacy actual
expenditure during the reporting
period stood at Taka 1,843,150.40
(47%). Also for instable political
situation, floods and proclamation of 
emergency rule,

grammes could not be
implemented for which some budget
remained unspent.

BLAST also identified some potential
problems that could hinder the 
advocacy programmes. The identified
problems include limited access to 
information caused by the
bureaucratic system showing excuse of
the Official Secrets Act, poor
implementation of court edicts
specially on public interests due to
unwillingness of the concerned
government agencies, lack of
awareness among the public and
representatives, threats on researchers
and investigators by vested interest

groups, continued enactment of
repressive laws and manoeuvring by
the government to grant immunity to 
the law enforcement agencies, state of 
emergency that keeps the
fundamental rights suspended,
absence of democracy and lack of 
cooperation from regional partners
including

regional NGOs and frequent
changes of concerned government
officials.

To meet the challenges, BLAST has
identified some actions including to
strengthen capacity to monitor the
change in the law and order situation
as well as amendment to the existing
laws following the advocacy
campaigns, sensitize the people and 
the public representatives for ensuring
implementation of existing laws and
policies, strengthen the network with
powerful human rights groups, civil
society members, law enforcing agents
as well as international organizations for 
proper follow-up of legal interventions,
identify friends and allies within the
government to pursue policy
advocacy, convene dialogue with the
policymakers on advocacy issues,
arrange for need-based staff training
on advanced English language,
computer skills, issue identification,
advocacy strategies, legislative
drafting and socio-legal research skills,
reduce the number of PIL to achieve
smart results in terms of advocacy
through a more focused approach,
break away from the conventional
approaches of dissemination of
information and introduce visual aid to
reach out to a wider audience,
develop research capacity to identify
new and emerging issues for
advocacy, increase community
outreach and hold meetings at the
upazila and UP level, develop a better
understanding of its constituents
through occasional needs assessment,
effectively seek linkages with
development NGOs for referrals in
relation to access to water, sanitation,
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education, healthcare, and micro-
credit and livelihood skills training for 

development partners and media to
create an environment for holding

the clients of BLAST and pursue relevant
civil society, political party men,

free
and fair elections in the country. 
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BLAST Mela
During the reporting period, BLAST in

collaboration with its unit offices
organized Melas (fair) in 19 districts to
establish effective linkage with the
grassroots people and the Union
Parishad representatives in particular
informing them about different
activities of BLAST including legal aid,
mediation, legal awareness, advocacy
and public interest litigation. The
response was overwhelming with

hundreds and thousands of people 
thronging the BLAST Mela pavilions and
showing interest to learn about their
basic rights and seeking legal redress
for their rights violation. The number of
case referrals to BLAST from the
grassroots has also significantly
increased on account of these Melas.
There has been a year on increase in
the number of referrals to BLAST.
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Awareness

Hapless enabled to protect rights 

BLAST made a significant achievement in its legal and rights 
awareness programmes building awareness among 30,929 people 
about establishment of their rights. In continuation of its legal 
and rights awareness campaigns aiming at the establishment of
legal rights for the marginalised people, mainly women, slum 
dwellers and labourers, BLAST made the achievement through 
different programmes. 

During the reporting period, five
legal aid clinics made a collaborative
effort to raise legal awareness amongst
27,425 persons, including 4,377 male,
22,099 female and 949 children. The
legal aid clinics began as pilot projects
and in course of time they were proved
effective in hearing and redressing the
grievances of the poor beneficiaries of 
the clinics, mainly slum dwellers.

BLAST arranged awareness
programme by five legal aid clinics to

make general people aware about
everyday law and creating respect for 
the rule of law, which would eventually
ensure a law-abiding society. These
awareness programmes were
conducted by BLAST trainers arranged
daily, weekly, and monthly basis in slum 
areas and the participants were
informed by Awareness Workers.
People of different ages, classes and
occupations attended this
programmes. Their educational
qualifications were also not equal.
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The law students conducted legal
literacy campaign among slum
dwellers and arranged for mediation
with the objective of settling their
disputes. A trainee-advisor supervised
the work for the Legal Aid Clinics in 
Dhaka, while an experienced lawyer in
Rajshahi and a teacher of law for the
Legal Aid Clinics in Chittagong.

The Five legal aid clinics were 
involved in raising legal awareness
through awareness training.  BLAST
conducted 229 training sessions
amongst the workers, poor and
disadvantaged people of their clinic
areas. Each of the three-hour sessions
was attended by 25-30 participants. A
total of 7,256 persons, including 902
male, 6,318 female and 36 children,
participated in the training sessions.
Marriage (Muslim and Hindu), divorce,
child marriage, polygamy, dower,
maintenance, guardianship, dowry,
arrest without warrant, general diary
(GD), First Information Report (F.I.R),
human rights, fundamental rights,
personal liberty, freedom from arbitrary 
arrest and torture etc were discussed in
the training sessions for the general
clients. The issues discussed in the
sessions for the garments workers
include working hours, overtime,
minimum wages, leaves and holidays,
compensation, handling of grievances,
retrenchment, termination, discharge,
dismissal, resignation, benefits for
workers, health and hygiene,
misconduct of the workers, issues
relating to their welfare and
establishment of their rights and other
related provisions stipulated in the 
Bangladesh Shroma Ain (Bangladesh
Labour Code).

The Legal Aid Clinics conducted
door-to-door awareness campaign for 
the beneficiaries of the clinic areas by 
trained trainers and awareness workers.
The door-to-door awareness campaign
covered 17,422 persons, including 3,083
male, 13,426 female and 913 children.

The five Clinics conducted issue-based
awareness activities by trained trainers
amongst 2,747 persons, including 392
male and 2,355 female, through 60
courtyard meetings. Also, the Clinics
made 3,504 persons, including 843 
male and 2,661 female, of selected 
areas aware of the BLAST activities
through 25 general/discussion meetings
with local people, students and 
representatives of different NGOs.

To assess the impact of its 
awareness programmes, BLAST also
conducted a follow-up study on 910 
participants, of whom 621 (68%)
attended awareness training, 150 (17%)
courtyard meetings and 139 (15%)
were made aware by awareness
workers through door-to-door 
campaign. Of the participants, 51 per
cent admitted that after receiving this
training, most of the people of the 
areas became aware of Family Laws,
31 per cent said the society had a
positive change as the people of the 
areas changed their mentality, 6
percent reported decrease of dowry
and child marriage, while the rest 12 
per cent of them said still there were no 
impact in the areas.

To enhance its legal aid activities,
BLAST attained a remarkable
achievement in informal networking
with other organizations, local bar 
association, former clients and different
stake holders. In order to increase the 
informal networking with other 
organizations, BLAST arranged 40 
networking meetings with local level
NGOs, participated by 1295
representatives. The main objectives of
the meetings were to discuss how to
enhance the legal aid activities of 
BLAST and be familiar with the 
expectations of the local NGOs from
BLAST. As a result of increased
networking, 2,881 (17.4%) of the total
16,515 complaints were received
through other networking
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organizations, including NGOs, trade
unions, local elected bodies etc.

BLAST organised 43 review meetings 
with 1,617 clients, including 276 male
and 1341 female, who received
mediation and litigation services from
BLAST. The main purposes of these 
meetings were to determine difficulties
faced during the provision of BLAST
services and also to propagate its
services to others who might be in
need of such services. As a result BLAST
received 2,116 (13%) complaints from
former beneficiaries.

Also, 46 meetings were organized
for the panel lawyers, who conducted
litigation in the district and subordinate
courts of Bangladesh. A total of 2,363
lawyers attended the meetings. Main
purposes of the meetings were to 
familiarise with BLAST policy, improve
the quality of their service, share their
problems in moving/filing cases and to 
collect their opinions for defective laws 
and procedures. During the reporting
period, BLAST received 4,082 (25%) of
the total complaints through panel of 
lawyers.

BLAST also organized 105 rights
awareness meetings with different
stakeholders of different areas,
attended by 30,352 participants. The
main objectives of these meetings
were to find out ways and means to
enhance the legal aid activities and to
make them familiar with BLAST’s
services.

Besides, four in-house meetings with
representatives of trade unions, factory
owners, NGOs etc. were organized to
find out ways and means for the
furtherance of the relations among
them and to make BLAST’s networking
an effective one. Also, two roundtables
and a workshop regarding Labour Laws
were held with lawyers, representatives
of government and non-government
organizations, owners’ representatives
and trade union leaders and workers.

During the period, BLAST signed
memorandum of understanding (MoU)
with 23 different organizations for
offering legal aid services to referral
clients and make its activities known in
the working areas of the organizations.
It continues with formal arrangements
with CARE Dinajpur, Solidarity Centre
Dhaka, We Can (Alliance to End 
Domestic Violence), Make Trade Fair
(MTF), Nij Adhikar (Sathkhira), Kormojibi
Nari, TARA, EPEC (Khagrachari),
Lighthouse (Bogra), Acid Survivors
Foundation and Marie Stops by offering
legal aid services to referral clients due
to gradual expansion of BLAST’s
outreach programme. 

BLAST’s outreach was further
expanded with the establishment of 43
sub-unit offices under 19 district unit 
offices with the 43 local Bar
Associations where BLAST unit offices
were not functioning.

During the reporting period, 42 
training programmes on the
Convention of Children Rights (CRC)
and Children Act, 1974 were organized
for the students. A total of 2,136
students, including 934 boys and 1,202
girls, participated in the training
programmes that could enrich them 
with the knowledge about child
oppression, child marriage and 
trafficking. The programmes created
enthusiasm among them to know more
about their rights and also built
confidence in them to demand the 
rights. BLAST also conducted 18 training
sessions on garments workers’ rights,
duties and existing Labour Laws. A total
of 478 garments workers, including 195 
(41%) female, participated in the
training sessions.

One of the activities of BLAST is to 
extend ADR services through network
organizations. To achieve the
objective, BLAST took mediation
training for representatives of network
organizations. During the reporting
period, BLAST organized 95 mediation
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training programmes for the NGO
representatives and elected female
Union Parishad (UP) members. The main
objectives of this activity were to 
familiarise them with the mediation
service of BLAST and to make effective
the role of female UP members in
settling local disputes. A total of 1,280
participants, including 696 UP members
and 584 NGO representatives,
attended the training programmes. Of
them, 664 (52%) were women.
Subsequently, the participants are 
reported to have been active in
resolving disputes through mediation,
as learned from the training
programmes.

During the reporting period, BLAST
spent Tk 65,257,777.00, which was 74 
per cent of its total budget of Tk
88,066,279.00 for the purpose. The
remaining 26 per cent of the budget
could not be exhausted due to natural
calamities and many activities could
not be carried out due to state of 
emergency.

BLAST also planned a number of 
works in this regard for the next year.
The plans include signing MoU with
more local NGOs for establishing
effective networking with them,
increasing substantially mediation
trainings for networked organizations,
taking greater initiative to handle
increasing number of litigations by 
Head Office and Unit Offices especially
for labour cases, increasing mediation
and awareness activities in Unit and 
Legal Aid Clinics, strengthening
network and publicity activities through
distribution of posters, leaflets and 
brochures for display in all networked
organizations and Union Parishads,
undertaking FGD, survey and 
interviewing of the clients to justify the 
OVIs of the log frame, and follow up 
the settled ADR and cases as per the
target of the log frame.

BLAST also identified some
emerging and potential problems, 

which can hinder project
implementations. They include lack of 
implementation of Bangladesh Labour 
law, 2006 and Bangladesh Labour 
Welfare Foundation Act 2006, lack of 
awareness among owners, workers and
labour leaders about the two newly
introduced laws, reluctance of the
garment factory owners to comply with
the Labour Law, delay in disposing the
cases due to the lengthy and complex
process of the existing laws that
frustrates the clients, increasing number 
of dismissal of cases due to absence of
clients, lack of community level
activity/ mobilization, lack of
emergency shelter/ homes for victims in
dire need, restriction of the trade union
activities and fundamental rights under
the state of emergency and lack of
effective monitoring and evaluation of
BLAST’s activities.

To overcome the problems 
identified, BLAST chalked out plans
including establishing effective 
networking activities for
implementation of Labour Law,
continuing with the review of Labour 
Law for effective modernization,
increasing activities by widening
network for providing legal aid through
formal networking with local body 
representatives and NGOs throughout 
the country, putting greater emphasis
for raising awareness among the
garments owners, workers, and leaders
about the Labour Law, dealing with
more labour related cases for
implementing the Labour Law, taking
more advocacy initiative to increase
responsibility of the garments owners to
comply with the Labour Law,
increasing mediation in order to make 
legal system less costly and easily
accessible to the poor, taking
advocacy initiative for appointment of
Judges of labour appeal court as soon 
as possible as per Labour Law, focusing
particularly on mediation follow-up and 
research besides undertaking
monitoring and evaluation by its own 
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staff, and increasing its monitoring and 
regular contact with the clients to 

reduce the number of dismissed or
rejected case.
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Mediation

Hapless brought to life 

Marginalised people, mostly women, recovered Tk. 
20,099,262.00 as entitlements, including land, movable assets, 
dower money, maintenance, arrear wages and compensation, 
and 2,505 couples could re-establish their conjugal life by the 
BLAST’s legal aid service through mediation during the 
reporting period, marking a significant achievement in this 
regard.

BLAST considers mediation as the
most effective tool of
legal aid services for 
protecting the rights of 
marginalised people, as
a successful mediation
benefits many others
including both the
parties involved with the 
dispute saving their time 
and money that might
be expensed in
litigation. The outside
court settlements
benefit the courts and
other litigants as well
saving the time of the 
courts. So, after receiving a complaint,
BLAST first examines the feasibility of 
mediation for the case. 

Of the total 16,515 complaints
received during the reporting period,
10,837 were selected for mediation.
With 3,037 complaints pending for
mediation in the previous year, total
number of disputes dealt with aiming
mediation during the year stood at
13,874.

Of the total cases, 3,401 (25%)
complaints were settled through
mediations. A successful mediation also
benefits the whole family directly and
immediately. So number of actual

beneficiaries is larger than the number
quoted. As the mediation attempts

failed, 3,996 (29%) complaints were
sent for filing cases, 30 (0.2%)
complaints were sent to other unit
offices and 3812 (27%) disputes
remained pending for mediation. BLAST
was, however, unable to take up 2,635
(19%) complaints for various reasons
including subsequent non-attendance
by clients, non -availability of relevant
documents, inadequate legal merit 
etc.

Of the settled 3,401 mediations,
3136 (92.21%) disputes were related to
family matters including maintenance,
dower, dowry, polygamy etc., 28
(0.82%) land disputes, 44 (1.29%) money
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related and miscellaneous matters.
Another 171(5.03%) were labour
disputes and 22 (0.65%) were petty
compoundable criminal matters and 
others.

Of the 3136 family-related disputes,
619 (20%) of BLAST’s clients received
their entitlements namely
dower/maintenance while another
2,505 (80%) couples were reported to
have led a peaceful life afterward and
12 (0.4%) women established their
custodian rights. A total of 28 clients
recovered their land and movable
assets. Of the 171 labour disputes, 163 
(95%) were successfully settled
recovering their arrear wages and 
compensation and another 8 (5%)
workers were reinstated in their jobs 
with arrear payments of wages. A total
of 22 disputes were settled with the
recovery of their money and the
disputes were miscellaneous matters
including petty compoundable
criminal matters.

To analyse the impact and success
of the mediations, during the reporting
period, 270 mediations settled earlier
were followed up, normally six months
(minimum) after the settlement. The
impact of the mediations on their
lifestyle was assessed through
Monitoring and Evaluation Cell.
According tot the follow-up study, 209
(77%) beneficiaries out of total 270 of 
reconciliations brought improvement in
their lifestyles. They were found to have
been enjoying positive result of 
mediation.

Also, 56 mediations settled earlier
were followed up under the Legal Aid

Cell during the reporting period. The
follow up study revealed that 11 (20%)
out of 56 couples were living
peacefully as husbands and wives. It
was also found that after six months 10 
(91%) couples (out of the 11couples
who settled their disputes through
mediation) were living in harmony. In
the case of 1 beneficiary (out of 11),
her husbands did not comply with the
conditions of mediation subsequently
and her husband stopped to provide
her with any kind of maintenance after 
few months of mediation.

Another 45 (80%) out of 56 were
related with family matters and BLAST
recovered Tk. 1,866,701.00 in the form
of dower money and maintenance.
The follow up study observed that 37 
(82%) out of the 45 of the beneficiaries
were using the entitlements for their
economic benefit, such as, depositing
the money in the bank; buying land
and cattle, building a house, opening 
a shop, poultry; paying for the
education of the children, investing in
an asset for the home (eg: sewing
machine). Some destitute women 
have been able to re-settle in their
husbands’ houses. Now they brought 
about positive changes in their lifestyles
which mean 82% were enjoying
positive result of mediation.

Although the success rate in
mediation was 24 per cent, the
achievement exceeded the target for 
the reporting period. The yearly target
was to settle 2,791 cases, while 3,401
cases were settled through mediation
in the Head Office, 19 unit offices and 
five legal aid clinics.

The following table indicates the target and achievement in mediation during the

reporting period: 

Offices Yearly Target
Yearly

Achievement
Balance (2-3)

Head Office
Labour matter 

25
120

05
171

-20
+51

5 legal Aid Clinics 565 748 +183

19 Unit Offices 2081 2477 +396
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Total 2,791 3,401 +610
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Mst. Monwara Begum, daughter of late Mohir Uddin of village Gunjar Khan 
under police station Peergacha in the district of Rangpur was married to Md. Ruhul
Amin, son of late Syed Ahmed of 
same locality  through a registered
Kabinnama with a mohr (dower)
amounting to Tk. 85,001.00(Eighty
five thousand and one) only. They
were blessed with four children
during their conjugal life. But
unfortunately on 20.02.2001
Monwara Begum along with her 
children Applicant was compelled
to go to her parents’ residence due
to dispute regarding dowry of Tk.
20,000.00(twenty thousand) and
where she defrayed her family in a 
miserable position in absence of any help or cooperation of her husband. Finding
no other alternative Monwara came to Rangpur Unit Office of BLAST and filed
lodged a complaint against her husband. At first BLAST’s Rangpur office issued a
notice to Monwara’s husbad, Ruhul Amin, for mediation (Shalish). As Ruhul Amin
ignored several notices, BLAST offered free legal aid for Monwara to file a case on 

before the proper Family Court 
for deferred Mohr and
maintenance for her and her 
children. After hearing the
applicant the case was decreed
on ex-parte against Ruhul
Amin.the  Later on Ruhul Amin
filed a Miscellaneous Case being
No. 59 of 2004 for restoration of
the original case setting aside
the said decree on ex-parte. But 
it was disposed of mutually, with
Ruhul Amin agreeing to pay an
amount of Tk. 40,000.00(Forty
thousand) for deferred Mohr and 

Tk.7

Ref: BLAST/Rangpur Unit; Reg. No. : 29/255/04; dt. : 21.09.2004
Case No. : Family Court Case No. 42 of 2005 for Mohr and Maintenance 

Name of the Applicant: Mst. Monwara Begum;  Daughter of: Late Mohir Uddin
Village: Gunjar Khan; Police Station: Peergacha; District: Rangpur 

Name of the Opposite Party: Md. Ruhul Amin; Son Of: Late Syed Ahmed 
Village: Gunjar Khan;  Police Station: Peergacha; District: Rangpur 

Case Study-1 

00.00 (Seven hundred) per month for the children’s maintenance in several
installments.

As a result, having received the dower money, Monwara purchased 06(six)
decimals of land and built a tin-shed house; installed a tube-well, constructed a 
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toilet and bought other necessary goods for her family. She also has been 
receiving the aforesaid amount of Tk.700.00 only per month as maintenance for her 
children through the court accordingly. During the follow-up period it has been
informed that Monwara  has been leading a peaceful life with her children and 
she is very much satisfied with the Trust’s free legal aid programme.
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On 10.08.2003, the opposite party dispossessed the applicant from his land
measuring an area of 09.5 decimals and built house there illegally and violated

Article 42 of the Constitution.
But the poor applicant was not
able to establish his right, title,
interest and possession over
the land through the local UP 
members and elites. Finding no 
other alternative, he brought
an allegation against the
opposite party to Rangpur Unit
Office of BLAST for settlement
of the dispute. The Unit Office
issued notice to the opposite
party for amicable settlement
i.e. Salish but he was absent on 

several dates and times. Thereafter BLAST’s Rangpur Office extended legal
assistance to the applicant to file an Other Class Suit before the local court.  On
14.11.2005, the suit was
decreed on ex-parte
against the opposite party
and subsequently the
above mentioned Decree
Execution Case was filed
before the concerned
Court. After hearing all
relevant issues the Court 
was pleased to allow the
applicant and on 01.08.2007
the applicant got return his
dispossessed said land
thro

roblems to approach BLAST for help.

ugh the local
administration.

During the follow-up period, the applicant has informed that he has been in
possession of the land he had earlier been dispossessed with since 01.08.2007 and 
has been producing various vegetables peacefully. He further informed having
been aware of the legal rights through the free legal aid services offered by  BLAST
he felt inspired  to advise others facing similar p

Ref: BLAST/Rangpur Unit; Reg. No. : 16/561/06; dt. : 08.03.2006
Case No. : Other Class Decree Execution Case No. 04 of 2006 

Name of the Applicant: Md. Abdur Rashid; Son of: Late Hamid Miah
Village: Boro Hazratpur; Police Station: Mithapukur; District: Rangpur

Name of the Opposite Party: Md. Abdul Awal;  Son Of: Late Abdul Qader; 
Village: Boro Hazratpur; Police Station: Mithapukur; District: Rangpur

Case Study-2 
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The Applicant, youngest of seven brothers and sisters, was married with the
Opposite Party through a registered Kabinnama with Mohr (dower)  amounting to
Tk. 5,000.00(Five thousand)
only. They were blessed
with two children named
as Shirin Akter Hena(21)
and Sadina Akter Lina(19)
during their conjugal life.
But after passing twenty
years of their conjugal life,
the opposite party
divorced the applicant on 
retirement from the Army
and got married to
another three women. The
applicant along with her 
two daughters took shelter
at the house of her elder
sister. Thereafter the applicant came to BLAST’s, Tangail Unit Office and lodged 
allegation against her husband i.e. the opposite party demanding Mohr and 
maintenance. At first the office issued notice to serve upon the Opposite Party for
mediation (Shalish). When the opposite party did not respond to several notices
served for mediation, the applicant, with free legal assistance from BLAST, filed a 
case before the Family Court praying for Mohr and maintenance for her. After
hearing the applicant the case was decreed on ex-parte against the opposite
party with an amount of Tk.165,000.00(One hundred  and sixty-five thousand) only.
Later on the applicant filed a Decree Execution Case being No. 14 of 2005 for
realization the said decreed amount. As he failed to comply with the direction
failure, he was convicted to three months’ imprisonment. During imprisonment, he 
amicably settled the case with the help of local elite and paid the said decreed 
amount to the Applicant.

Ref: BLAST/Tangail Unit; Reg. No. : 23/1426/05, dt. : 23.06.2005.
Case No. : Family Court Case No. 31 of 2005 for Mohr and Maintenance. 
Name of the Applicant: Mst. Kazal Begum; Daughter of: Abdus Sattar;
Village: Bajitpur; Police Station: Tangail Sadar; District: Tangail 

Name of the Opposite Party: Md. Asaduzzaman Helal; Son Of: Late Hanif Miah; 
Village: Char Chakta;  Police Station: Tangail Sadar; District: Tangail

Case Study-3 

On receipt of Tk.165,000.00(One hundred and sixty-five thousand) only for her
Mohr and maintenance she established  a tailoring shop at Major General
Mahamudul Hasan College Market of Tangail. Besides, the applicant has also 
spent some part of the decreed amount in marriage ceremonies of her two
daughters. During the follow-up period, the applicant while expressing her
satisfaction with the free legal aid of BLAST, informed that she had been leading a 
peaceful life with self-employment.
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Case Study-4 

Ref: BLAST/Khulna-U; Reg. No. : 9/103/04, dt. : 12.06.2004.
Case No. : Family Court Case No. 38 of 2005 for Mohr and Maintenance. 

Name of the Applicant:  Nishat Yeasmin alias Mithu Rani Sen;  Daughter of: Shushil Kumer
Ghosh;
Village: Deara; Police Station: Rupsha;  District: Khulna 

Name of the Opposite Party: Mostafa Shahriar alias Manik Sen; Son Of: Late Surendranath
Sen;

Village: Piljongo;  Police Station: Fakirhat; District: Bagerhat.

About 20 years ago, the Applicant
and the Opposite Party both belonging
to the Hindu (sanatan) community got
married. During their conjugal life, while
the opposite party  was serving in the
Armed Forces, they were blessed with
one son (18) and one daughter (13). In
1999, both the parties along with their
children embraced Islam (Sunni).
Thereafter the opposite party used to
torture the applicant for dowry and in
March’04 he forced the applicant to 
leave his house for failure to comply
with his demand for dowry. The
applicant took shelter at her parents’
residence and was leading a miserable
life. Later on, finding no other
alternative and having been informed
by her neighbours about BLAST, she
approached BLAST Khulna office for
legal assistance. As per procedure,
BLAST Khulna office issued notice to the
opposite party for mediation (Shalish)
but the Opposite Party did not respond
to several notices sent to him.
Subsequently, with the free legal 
assistance of BLAST, the applicant filed
a case before the Family Court on 

26.01.2005 praying for Mohr and 
maintenance for her and her children.
On 19.10.2006 the case was finally
settled amicably with the decision of 
paying an amount of Tk.
225,000.00(Two hundred and twenty-
five thousand) only to the applicant
and dissolution of their married life.
Thereafter the opposite party paid the 
said amount to the applicant at a time
and established the dissolution of 
marriage accordingly.

On receipt of the said amount she
deposited the entire sum in fixed
account in a bank and has been
receiving Tk. 6,000.00(Six thousand)
every three months as interest regularly.
During the follow-up period, the
applicant has informed that with the
bank interest she maintains the
livelihood of her family and bears the
educational expenses of her children 
and that she much better off than
before. She is very much satisfied with
the BLAST’s free legal aid service which
has also enlightened her with the
knowledge about family laws, dowry
and how to resist oppression.
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The Applicant, a poor girl, used to live with her widow mother. She was a wood-
cutter and the only earning member of her family. The opposite party allured her 

with assurance of marriage.
She believed in his words, left
her mother and was seduced
to have sexual relation with
him. When she conceived the
opposite party denied having
any such relationship.
Thereafter the applicant
informed the matter to the
local elite praying for justice
but it was in vain. At last she
was compelled to file the
aforesaid case against the
opposite party for relief. But

due to financial inability the applicant was unable to conduct the same. Later on,
Thuisanu Marma, a BLAST beneficiary, accompanied her to BLAST’s Rangamati
office for legal assistance. The office provided her free legal support and conducte
d her case through her lawyer who was earlier engaged by her. While in long 
police custody the opposite party admitted his  offence and agreed to  recognize
the applicant and the unborn baby as his 
wife and child respectively. Under this
situation the opposite party while on bail 
married the applicant   on 07.05.2007 with
the help of BLAST and the Mohr was settled 
at Tk. 50,000.00 (Fifty thousand). Instead of
the Mohr, she was instantly given the
ownership 20 decimals of land and hence 
the case was settled amicably.

Thus, the applicant has established her 
as well as her child’s rights and got 20 
decimals of land which is now pending for 
mutation. The applicant helps her husband 
financially with the produce of the said
land regularly. During the follow-up period,
the applicant has informed that her life style has changed as she has been leading
a peaceful life with her child and husband. She expressed her satisfaction for the
free legal aid provided by BLAST that impacted her life style and financial

Ref: BLAST/Rangamati-U; Reg. No. : 7/12/177/06, dt. : 17.12.2006.
Case No. : C R Case No. 564 of 2006; Under Section : 493, Bangladesh Penal Code 

Name of the Applicant: Mst. Fuljan Bibi; Wife of: Md. Akter Hossain; 
Village: Nailyachari; Police Station: Kowkhali; District: Rangamati 

Name of the Opposite Party: Md. Akter Hossain; Son Of: Md. Anisul Hoque;
Village: Nailyachari; Police Station: Kowkhali; District: Rangamati

Case Study-5 
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condition. Had it not been for BLAST she would not have got justice, she added.
She wants to be self-employed to earn extra money for the education of her child.
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Ref: BLAST/Dhaka-U; Reg. No. : 247/03-04 
Case No. : C R Case No. 02 of 2004; Under Section : 4, Dowry Prohibition Act 
Name of the Applicant: Mst. Fulmala; Daughter of: Md. Fazlul Hoque 
Village: Darigaon; Police Station: Keranigonj; District: Dhaka 

Name of the Opposite Party: Md. Lehaz auddin; Son Of: Late Abed Ali 
Village: Mugarchar; Police Station: Keranigonj; District: Dhaka 

Case Study-6 

The applicant on 03.06.1999 got married over telephone with the opposite party
then residing in Saudi Arabia with Mohr amounting to Tk. 80,000.00 (Eighty
thousand) only. Upon returning home in 2001, the opposite party took his wife to
his residence. After spending few days of their conjugal life, the opposite party
managed to extract Tk 200,000 (two hundred thousand) from the applicant’s
brother on fictitious grounds and demanded equal amount of money for dowry. 
When she failed to comply with his demand, she was physically tortured and 
compelled to leave his house and take shelter at her parents’ residence. While
leading a miserable life at her parents’ house without having any cost for
maintenance of her livelihood from the opposite party, the applicant came to
learn that the opposite party got married again in exchange of dowry. At this
depressed state of mind some of her well-wishers informed her of the activities of 
BLAST. Finding no other alternative the applicant on 14.10.2003 came to Dhaka Unit
Office of BLAST, complained against her husband and sought legal assistance to
get proper relief regarding dowry, Mohr and maintenance. At first the office issued
notice upon the opposite party fixing a date on 05.11.2003 for mediation (Shalish).
As the opposite party remained on the due and subsequent dates, BLAST unit
office decided   to start legal steps. Accordingly, with the supervision and the free
legal assistance of BLAST, the applicant filed the aforesaid case against the 
opposite party praying for relief. The court issued warrant of arrest against the
opposite party. At last the opposite party expressed his interest to amicably settle
the case with the help of local government representatives and local elites. The
applicant responded positively and the case was mutually settled with the
opposite party paying Tk 66,000.00 (sixty-six thousand) in cash to the applicant. The
marriage, however, was dissolved as per condition of the settlement.

The Applicant received the said amount of money with which she took
mortgage of 02 (Two) Pakhis of land; bought a cow and kept the rest amount of 
money as savings for subsequent investment in cultivation and production of
vegetables in order to become self-employed. During the follow-up, the applicant
informed that with peace in mind her lifestyle was better than before. Although she
was staying with her parents she was no longer dependent on them as she bore
the cost of her livelihood. She expressed her satisfaction with the free legal aid
being provided by BLAST.
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The applicant, lone daughter of a rickshaw-puller, was married with the 
opposite party on 22.03.2001 through a registered kabinnama. Her father and elder
brother were rickshaw-puller and her father was the owner of only 09 decimals of
house-land. From the very beginning of their conjugal life the opposite party used 

to pressurize the applicant for dowry and increased
the pressure as days passed by. While leading in such 
miserable life the applicant came to know about
BLAST through a lawyer. Accordingly, she came to
Bogra Unit Office of BLAST, lodged complaints
against her husband and appealed for legal
assistance to get proper relief. At first the office issued
notice upon the opposite party with a date fixed for
mediation (Shalish). As the opposite party remained
absent on due date and subsequent dates, the
applicant with the
assistance of BLAST
filed the aforesaid
case against the
opposite party. The
case was decreed
on contest. Being
aggrieved by and 
dissatisfied with the
decree, the
opposite party on

24.08.2006 preferred the aforesaid Family Appeal
and the applicant contested the appeal. At last 
the appeal was amicably settled through a
Solenama on condition of the opposite party 
would pay an amount of Tk. 15,000.00(Fifteen thousand) only in cash to the
applicant for her Mohr and also the marriage among them was dissolved
accordingly un

Ref: BLAST/Bogra-U; Reg. No. : 526/06, dt. : 08.11.2006
Case No. : Family Appeal Case No. 36 of 2006 
Arisen from: Family Court Case No. 39 of 2004 

Name of the Applicant: Mst. Akter Banu; Daughetr of: Ayez Uddin
Village: Narhatta; Police Station: Kahalu; District: Bogra 

Name of the Opposite Party: Md. Shahidul Islam Khondoker; Son of: Md. Mubarrak Ali
Khondoker;
Village: Sabua; Police Station: Shibgonj; District: Bogra

Case Study-7 

der the condition of solenama.

With the amount so received, the applicant bought two cows at Tk
12,000(Twelve thousand) and a sewing machine. During the follow-up period, the 
applicant informed that she had been leading a peaceful  and self-reliant life. As
such her lifestyle had changed with the income-generating activities.  She
expressed her gratitude to BLAST for the  services rendered. 
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The applicant being a member of lower middle-class family read up to class IX.
She got married with the opposite party through a registered kabinnama with Mohr 

amounting to Tk. 40,000.00 (Forty thousand. From
the very beginning of conjugal life the opposite
party often used to put pressure on her for dowry
and the pressure increased day by day. As she
failed to comply with his demand, she was
physically tortured and forced to leave his house.
When she was leading in a miserable life at her
father’s house without any maintenance from her 
husband, the applicant came to know about the
BLAST through a local NGO named SPUS. Having 
failed to settle the dispute through the local 
government representatives and local elites, she
came to Kushtia Unit Office of BLAST, filed a 
complaint against her husband and appealed for
legal assistance to get proper relief. As per the
procedure, BLAST’s Kushtia Office issued notice
upon the opposite party containing a date fixed
for mediation (Shalish). As the opposite party did
not respond to the notices issued by BLAST
remained absent in three consecutive dates, the 

applicant with the supervision and free legal assistance of the Trust, on 29.06.2006
filed the aforesaid case against the opposite party. However, the case was 
amicably settled out of court after a few days on condition that the opposite party 
would pay an amount of Tk. 22,000.00(Twenty-two thousand) only in cash to the
applicant for her Mohr and maintenance. The marriage among them was
dissolved accordingly following the conditions of settlement. At last on 07.02.2007
the case was amicably withdrawn.

Ref: BLAST/Kushtia-U; Reg. No. : 33/88/06, dt. : 21.05.2006
Case No. : Family Court Case No. 92 of 2006 for Mohr and Maintenance 

Name of the Applicant: Mst. Rina Khatun; Daughter of: Md. Delber Mondal 
Village: Kirtinagor; Police Station: Islamic University; District: Kushtia 

Name of the Opposite Party: Md. Ruhul Amin; Son of: Aziz Biswas
Village: Paschim Abdalpur; Police Station: Islamic University; District: Kushtia 

Case Study-8 

With the amount of money so received the applicant bought a lorry jointly with
her brother at Tk. 45,600.00(Forty- five thousand and six hundred) only. Her brother
drove the lorry and she earned an amount of Tk. 250/300 daily from the lorry.
Besides, she also earned an amount of Tk. 400.00(Four hundred) per month from 
BRAC for supplying handicrafts. During the follow-up period, the applicant
informed that she had got married again and had been leading a peaceful life
with her husband. She wanted to be self-employed and she was very much
satisfied with the BLAST’s free legal aid services. She further informed that she had 
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gathered enough knowledge about family laws, salish and dowry etc. while she 
was being assisted by BLAST.
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Labourers protect rights

Get arrear wages, reinstated 

During the reporting period, 14 labours were reinstated in their 
jobs with payment of their arrear wages and 264 labours could 
get their arrear wages and compensations marking success of 
BLAST’s legal aid services for the labourers. The amount of the 
money realised by the workers was Tk 2,026,902.00. Of the total 
amount, Tk 1,063,927.00 was recovered through mediation and
the rest Tk 962,975.00 through litigation in the labour courts. 

Out of total 16,515 complaints
received during the period, 205 (1%)
were High Court Division related
matters. As many as 746 complaints
(5%), out of the rest 16,310 complaints,
were labour related disputes.

BLAST dealt with 1,931 complaints
on labour disputes during the reporting
period. Of the complaints, 746 were 
received during the reporting period
and the rest 1,187 were carried over
from the previous year. Most of the 

complaints involved illegal dismissals,
non-payment of arrears of wages and 
financial benefits as prescribed by the 
law.

Of the labour disputes, 171 were
settled through mediation which was 
5.03 per cent of the total 3,401 settled
mediations. Out of 171 labour related 
disputes settled through mediation, 163
(95%) were successfully settled
recovering their arrear wages and 
compensation and another 8 (5%)
workers were reinstated in their jobs 
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with back wages. The number of 
settled mediation of labour disputes
was up by 51 against the annual target
of 1

cou

s, trade union leaders 
and

participated in the training

ses

ental rights
und

s soon as
possible as per the new law.

sions.

BLAST has also identified emerging 
and potential hindrance in the
implementation of its project relating to
labours. They include lack of
implementation of Bangladesh Labour 
Law, 2006 and Bangladesh Labour
Welfare Foundation Act 2006, lack of 
awareness among owners, workers and
labour leaders about newly introduced
Bangladesh Labour Law, 2006,
reluctance of the garment factory
owners to comply with the new law,
delay in disposing the cases due to the
lengthy process of the existing laws and 
restriction of the trade union activities
and enforcement fundam

20.

During the reporting period, BLAST
could settle 163 labour disputes
through litigation, while the total
number of settled litigation was 4,530.
Out of the settled labour cases, 139 
(85%) were disposed of positively in
favour of BLAST’s clients. Of these,
101(90%) cases were successfully
settled, recovering their arrear wages
and compensation through court,
recovering a total of Tk 962,975.00 and 
six workers were reinstated in their jobs
with back wages, while 38 cases were
pending for recovery of the money
decreed for the workers. The target of
filing labour cases was 275, while BLAST

er state of emergency.

BLAST has also planned actions to 
meet those problems. The planned
actions include establishing effective 
networking activities for
implementation of the Labour Law, 
continuing with the review of the 
Labour Law for effective
modernization, putting greater
emphasis for raising awareness among
the garments owners, workers, and
labour leaders about Bangladesh
Labour Law, 2006, dealing with more 
labour disputes for implementing the 
new law, taking more advocacy
initiative to increase responsibility of the
garments owners to comply with the
new labour law and taking advocacy
initiative for appointment of Judges to 
the Labour Appeal Court a

ld file 385 cases during the period.

For the establishment of the
workers’ rights, BLAST carried out a
human rights fact-finding investigation
on safety and rights of the workers of 20
under-construction high-rise buildings
during the reporting period. Also two
roundtable meetings and a workshop
were held regarding Labour Laws with
lawyers, government and non-
government organizations, owners’
representative

workers.

Besides, 18 training sessions were
held on garments workers’ rights, duties
and existing Labour Laws. A total of 478 
garments workers, including 195 (41%)
female,
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Investigation

A remedial action 

During the reporting period, BLAST head office investigated 16 
human rights violation issues. Human Rights Investigation is 
an important component of BLAST program to protect human 
rights in a proper way. The head office and unit offices of BLAST 
investigate the violation of laws and human rights under the
project “Access to justice for realization of human rights and 
Advocacy for empowerment of the poor”. Human Rights 
Investigation works with a wider range of information-gathering 
in order to establish and justify the facts that causes an alleged 
human rights violation. 

Human Rights Investigation consists
of some elements including gathering
information about incidents, observing
events, visiting sites, holding dialogues
with concerned Government bodies to
obtain information and suggesting
recommendations and other
immediate follow-up.

BLAST takes proper measures in the
arena of investigation on human rights
issues, violation of laws and abuses.
Depending on the nature of the abuse,
investigations are conducted both in-
groups and independently. There are
some issues which BLAST gives priority
for investigation. The issues include
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violations against women, religious and 
ethnic minorities, children, issues that 
hinder the achievement the rights of 
the people.

The main objectives of Human 
Rights Investigation of BLAST include
promoting and protecting human rights
in an effective manner, finding out the
fact as accurately and thoroughly as
possible regarding alleged violation in
order to monitor human rights,
recording and documenting the issues
of human rights violations so that it can
assist future Governments to take
proper actions of compensatory
measures or to cover gaps in laws of
protecting institutions and supporting to
clarify disputed facts arising in the
matter of complaints of violations of 
laws and human rights.

Investigation on various human
rights violation issues is a part of the
core project of BLAST. This investigation
program has been conducted by the 
head office and 19 unit offices.

BLAST investigation cell consists of a
coordinator, an assistant coordinator
and an assistant researcher.

Besides, investigation cell jointly
investigates with PIL & Advocacy cell
on the issues of violation of public
interest. The PIL and Advocacy Unit
and the Investigation Unit of BLAST
jointly conducted a follow-up
investigation on 7 January 2008 on
environmental pollution caused by
treatment and discharge of toxic
industrial wastes through industrial units
in and around Savar EPZ. The
investigation was undertaken for the
purpose of monitoring compliance with
an interim order issued by the High
Court Division in response to a PIL writ
petition filed by BLAST. The order called
for establishment of necessary
infrastructure for treatment of toxic
industrial wastes by industrial units in 
and around Savar EPZ. 

The PIL and Advocacy Unit on 13
March 2008 conducted an onsite
investigation with a view to ensuring
the compliance of the provisions of the 
Environment Conservation Act 1995
and the Environment Conservation
Rules 1997 in construction of High Rise 
Buildings (both residential and
commercial). The investigation was
undertaken for providing the court with
updated information that could be
annexed through a supplementary
affidavit in a writ petition filed by BLAST
in 2001.

On the other hand joint 
investigations with national and
international HR organizations were
launched on important and sensitive
issues. A networking meeting with 13 
NGOs committed to protect and 
promote women’s rights was held on
14 May 2007 at BLAST to identify legal
and advocacy responses to a news
article concerning “Gender 
Discrimination in Education”. On 31 July
2007, a representation was sent to the 
Secretary of the Ministry of Women and 
Children Affairs on behalf of the
organizations. The issue, however, is still 
pending. BLAST deputy director (PIL)
Soma Islam, meanwhile, raised the 
issue before the honourable advisor for 
the ministry in a CEDAW meeting
organized by the ministry. In that
meeting, the secretary of the ministry
assured BLAST of taking appropriate
initiatives to address the issue.
Subsequently, on 12 September 2007,
BLAST contacted concerned Senior
Assistant Secretary who informed that
the Ministry would shortly discuss the
issue through a board meeting. BLAST
also conducted an investigation to
inquire into the allegations through its 
Dinajpur Unit office. As a last resort,
BLAST will file a PIL before the High
Court Division Division of the Supreme 
Court seeking judicial response to the
issue of gender discrimination in
education.
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In the absence of proper law and 
order situation, the researchers in BLAST
responsible for investigation and fact
finding often face threat from the
vested interest groups. Since they have
to visit far-flung and remote places for
collecting information and conducting
investigation for instituting public

interest litigation, local miscreants and 
musclemen often pose formidable
obstacles. It is not unlikely that BLAST
activists often run the risk of facing dire
consequences for circulating sensitive 
information that would go against
powerful interest groups against which
legal action may be instituted.

The list is of the investigations carried out by the Head Office:

Sl. No. Issues Investigating

Authority

1. Complain about corruption & child rights violation in
Sir Salimullah Muslim Orphanage.

Head Office & 
other Orgs. 

2. The eviction process of about 300 Bengali &
Indigenous people in Jadurgul of Moulovibazar.

Head Office

3. Fact-finding report on labour safety & rights of 20 
under construction high-rise building.

Head Office

4. Fact-finding on the high pricing of goods. Head Office

5. The incident of labourers’ death by collapsing Rangs 
building.

Head Office

6. The complain of killing house wife by husband in
Kalabagan, Dhaka.

Head Office

7. Torture on house wife Mahfuja for family dispute. Head Office

8. Eviction of Jhilpar slum in Mirpur. Head Office & 
other Orgs. 

9. Eviction and killing of landless people at char zia in
Noakhali.

Head Office & 
other Orgs. 

10. Eviction of landless people at Sonaidanga bill in
Sirajganj.

Head Office & 
other Orgs. 

11. Eviction of the indigenous people in Modhupur by
the forest department.

Head Office

12. Rape and murder of Bituni de Silva and Shima de 
Silva in Gazipur.

Head Office & 
other Orgs. 

13. Follow-up investigation on environmental pollution
caused by the factories in Savar.

Head Office

14. Death of a new born baby for medical negligence in
Tangail.

Head Office

15. Follow-up investigation on The Muchipara Slum,
Narayanganj.

Head Office

16. Complain of killing Fakir Chan in Police Custody at
Narayanganj.

Head Office.
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Monitoring and Evaluation

With a view towards continuous self-assessment for different 
programs of BLAST, the Monitoring and Evaluation Cell works
efficiently with constant eagerness. It mirrors the actual scenario 
of the organization’s initiatives and activities. The Cell measures 
the progress of the activities against target, identifies the 
emerging and potential problems which can hinder project 
implementations and recommends actions to meet them. The 
management thus get feedback and takes necessary steps
accordingly with immediate measures. 

During the reporting period, BLAST
identified some emerging and 
potential problems that could hinder 
the implementation of the
programmes. The identified problems 
include limited access to information
caused by the bureaucratic system
showing excuse of the Official Secrets
Act, poor implementation of court
edicts specially on public interests due
to unwillingness of the concerned
government agencies, lack of 
awareness among the public and
representatives, threats on researchers
and investigators by vested interest
groups, continued enactment of 
repressive laws and manoeuvring by
the government to grant immunity to 
the law enforcement agencies, state of 
emergency that keeps the
fundamental rights suspended,
absence of democracy and lack of 
cooperation from regional partners
including the neighbouring countries
and regional NGOs and frequent
changes of concerned government
officials.

The emerging and potential
problems, identified as major 
hindrance to the project
implementations, also include lack of
implementation of Bangladesh Labour 
law 2006 and Bangladesh Labour
Welfare Foundation Act 2006, lack of 

awareness among owners, workers,
labour leaders about these laws,
reluctance of the garment factory
owners to comply with the Labour Law,
delay in disposing the cases due to the
lengthy and complex process of the 
existing laws, lack of community level
activity/ mobilization, lack of
emergency shelter/ homes for victims in
dire need, restriction of the trade union
activities and fundamental rights under
emergency period and lack of 
effective monitoring and evaluation of
BLAST’s activities.

To meet the challenges, BLAST has
identified some actions including to 
strengthen capacity to monitor the
change in the law and order situation
as well as amendment to the existing
laws following the advocacy 
campaigns, sensitize the people and 
the public representatives for ensuring
implementation of existing laws and 
policies, strengthen the network with
powerful human rights groups, civil
society members, law enforcing agents
as well as international organizations for 
proper follow-up of legal interventions,
identify friends and allies within the
government to pursue policy
advocacy, convene dialogue with the
policymakers on advocacy issues,
arrange for need-based staff training
on advanced English language,
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computer skills, issue identification,
advocacy strategies, legislative
drafting and socio-legal research skills,
reduce the number of PIL to achieve
smart results in terms of advocacy
through a more focused approach,
break away from the conventional
approaches of dissemination of 
information and introduce visual aid to
reach out to a wider audience,
develop research capacity to identify
new and emerging issues for 
advocacy, increase community
outreach and hold meetings at the
upazila and UP level, develop a better
understanding of its constituents
through occasional needs assessment,
effectively seek linkages with
development NGOs for referrals in
relation to access to water, sanitation,
education, healthcare, and micro-
credit and livelihood skills training for 
the clients of BLAST and pursue relevant
civil society, political party men,
development partners and media to
create an environment for holding free
and fair elections in the country. 

The actions, suggested to meet the 
hindrance in the project 
implementations, also include
establishing effective networking
activities for implementation of Labour 

Law, continuing with the review of 
Labour Law for effective
modernization, increasing activities by
widening network for providing legal 
aid through formal networking with
local body representatives and NGOs 
throughout the country, putting greater
emphasis for raising awareness among
the garments owners, workers, and
leaders about Bangladesh Labour Law
2006, dealing with more labour related
cases for implementing the Bangladesh
Labour Law 2006, taking more 
advocacy initiative to increase
responsibility of the garments owners to
comply with the Labour Law,
increasing the opportunity of mediation
and free legal service to the aggrieved
persons to make legal system less costly
and easily accessible to the poor,
taking advocacy initiative for
appointment of Judges of labour 
appeal court as soon as possible as per 
Bangladesh Labour Law 2006, focusing
particularly on mediation follow-up and 
engage in research besides
undertaking monitoring and evaluation
by its own staff and increasing
monitoring and regular contact with 
the clients to reduce the number of 
dismissed or rejected case.

Capacity Building and Administration

Dedication to the cause of humanity 
BLAST believes that a vibrant

organization with a sound
administration dedicated to the cause
of humanity is needed for achieving
the substantive outputs. In order to 
ensure a more vibrant organisation and 
its capacity building, a total of 13 staff
for the Head Office and another14 for
the Unit Offices were recruited against
new and vacant positions during the
reporting period.

For the capacity building of the 

organization, a two-day orientation
training course was held on 9-10 
December 2007 in which the 27 newly
recruited personnel from Units and the
Head Office participated. Three
awareness trainings on gender for the
staffs of the Unit Offices and the Head
Office were organized on 16, 26-27
February and 23-24 March 2008. A total 
of 113 staffs participated in the three 
trainings.

Besides, 18 employees attended
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training programs conducted by other 
organizations. The programs dealt with
various subjects including (i) refugee
laws, (ii) effective management skills
and participatory management style,
(iii) participatory monitoring and
impact evaluation of development
programmes, (iv) Bangladesh Labour
Law, 2006, (v) disaster risk
management and need  assessment;
(vi) HR accounting, (vii) land survey,
(viii) applied report writing and
analytical skills development, (ix)
effective supervisory management, (x)
effective management skills and 
general administration, (xi) ToT on fact
finding, (xii) national workshop on
gender and rights, (xiii) appliance PRA
in project cycle management, (xiv)
advocacy and networking for 
achieving organizational objectives,
(xv) capacity building for strengthening
communication skills, (xvi) training for
facilitators, (xvii) research methodology
and SPSS, (xviii) participatory
monitoring and evaluation  and (xiv)
development management.

Also, seven employees from unit
offices participated in a five-week-long
family counselling course conducted
by Legal Aid Services West Bengal
(LASWEB), India held between 02
November and 18 December 2007.
Two employees of the Head Office
attended the workshop on
International Women Rights held in 
Bangkok, and another workshop
organized by the MC Mehta
Environmental Foundation in New
Delhi. Besides, one staff participated in
the 75-day-long diploma course on
“Governance, Democratization and
Public Policy” organized by the Institute
of Social Studies (ISS) in The Hague.
Another staff participated in the
seminar on Economic Empowerment of 
Women in Rome.

BLAST held as many as 498 meetings
at Unit Offices with the members of the 
Unit Management Committees, Sub-

Committees, Advisory Committees, unit 
staffs, and the committees of non-unit
districts. It also organized 19 meetings
with the local journalists in its 19 unit 
offices with the objectives to involve
the local journalists with the activities of 
BLAST, identify the problems of the 
people at the grassroots level, convey
the activities of BLAST to the people at
grassroots level through newspapers
and make them aware of their rights
through print and electronic media.
Besides, the meetings, attended by the
national and local level journalists of 
both print and electronic media,
opined that the sensitive and 
significant case studies should be
published in the print media.

Also, four coordination meetings
with the participation of all unit and
clinic coordinators were held during
the reporting period. Besides, inter-cell
meetings were held regularly with the
participation of departmental heads at
Head Office. In addition, four staff
meetings with the participation of all
staffs at Head Office were also held in
the reporting period.

During the reporting period, the
total expenditure for the BLAST
administration amounted to Tk
16,444,241.79, which was 76 per cent of 
the projected expenditure of Tk
21,587,508. In the approved budget for 
the reporting period, projected 
expenditure for the other activities was 
Tk 9,282,381, while 68 per cent of the 
fund was utilised amounting to Tk
6,311,811.

Based on the outcomes of those 
programmes, at the fag end of the 
reporting period BLAST finalised some
planned results for the next year. The
plans include completing recruitment
of required manpower for capacity
building, procuring office equipments
and furniture as per requirements,
arranging the remaining training for skill
development of staff, organising
different meetings and experience
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sharing programmes with the Board of 
Trustees, Management Committee,
Advisory Committee/Consultative

Group and renowned lawyers at Head
Office and arranging retreat with the
participation of all unit staffs.
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